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00:20 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140001
Officer initiated activity at Ferretti Rd/Pine Mtn Dr, Groveland.Summary: I stopped a car with a license plate 
light out.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:29 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1602140002
Occurred at Hwy 108/N Sunshine Rd, Sonora. House on N sunshine a large fight at the residence. 4-5 guys 
outside fighting. Rp can hear someone kicking cars and yelling and screaming. poss hbd. Heard only.  e/b Hwy 
108 - l on n sunshine house is just to the right poss the 2nd house. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:30 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140003
Officer initiated activity at Main St/Bay Av, Tuolumne.Summary: Vehicle failed to make a complete stop at a 
stop sign.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:39 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140004
Officer initiated activity at Ferretti Rd/Mueller Dr, Groveland.Summary: I stopped a truck that had no brake 
lights.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:47 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1602140005
Occurred at Columbia Mhp on Parrotts Ferry Rd. , Columbia. Rpts  is playing his music extremely loud and 
slamming things around. 
Summary: Deputies checked the area and confirmed there was no music or noise coming from the listed 
responsible residence. Patrol check. . Disposition: Log Note.

01:02 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140006
Officer initiated activity at Am/Pm, Mono Wy, Sonora.Followup. . Disposition: Log Note.

01:36 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140007
Officer initiated activity at The Peppery Gar And Brill, Mono Wy, Sonora.Summary: Vehicle had no license 
plate on the vehicle.  Owner took off the paper plates.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

03:19 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140011
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/FIFTH Av, Jamestown. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

03:27 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140012
Occurred on Sierra Dr, Twain Harte. FEMALE ASKING IF THERE IS A FIRE IN THE AREA///TRANSFERRED 
TO CALFIRE. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

03:48 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140013
Officer initiated activity at The Rock Shop, Hwy 108/GREEN Springs Rd, Jamestown.Summary: I stopped a car 
with a license plate light out, and the paint was worn off the license plate.  Warning given. . Disposition: 
Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

04:04 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1602140014
Occurred at Little Caesars Pizza on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Audible alarm, kitchen motion activation. 
Summary: Building secure, false alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

04:05 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1602140015
Occurred at Ridgewood Dr/Crestridge Av, Sonora. Rpts she crashed her truck into a power pole and the power 
line is down. no injuries.////transferred to CHP. ////0421HRS CHP advises a neighbor close by the accident 
advises they can hear what sounds like a 415 now. Rp also told CHP she was in a 415 prior to leaving and 
having a vehicle accident. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

06:54 PATROL CHECK                                           1602140017
Occurred at Roll In Mobile Home Park on S Airport Rd. , Columbia. Rp rpts hearing a single gun shot in the 
park poss above the rps address. 
Summary:  I checked the area and nothing suspicious found. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.
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07:26 ADVICE                                                 1602140018
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Twain Harte. Rp req advice regarding her ex son in law  leaving threatening 
messages on her phone. 
SUMMARY:  I attempted to call the Rp. Phone number provided is not in service. 
// 02/15/15 1010 hrs rp recalled with a new number for contact  
SUMMARY: Made contact w/ RP and she is reporting more harrassment from .  Says he is calling on the 
phone and chanting, stating "we are going to war".  RP changed her number.  Wants documentation, advised 
to seek a restraining order when courts open on 02/16/16. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

07:42 PROPERTY FOUND                                         1602140019
Occurred at Tuolumne Senior Apartments on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Found Bike:  Back side of the 
Tuolumne Apts along the fence on the senior side, to the right near the electrical box
SUMMARY:  Rp stated the bike had only been there since approx. 0630 this morning.  Rp was not sure who 
the bike might belong to.  There was no record of this brand of bicycle being stolen.  I left the bike in it's 
location due to the short amount of time it had been there and the possibility of the owner coming to retrieve 
it. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:18 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1602140021
Occurred at Comcast on Nugget Bl. , Sonora. Audible alarm, activation exit error for tech room door. No 
keyholder 
SUMMARY:  Building appeared secure.  False alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

08:44 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140022
Occurred on Upper Hillview Dr, Sonora. Incident for f/u. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:00 ADVICE                                                 1602140024
Occurred on Zorro Rd, La Grange. 10-21 rp, rpts 3 low flying engine powered machines, not airplanes, that 
almost hit the rp's deck. Resps are gone . SUMMARY: Rp wanted advise on the listed situation. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

09:43 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140026
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Market, Tuolumne Rd, Tuolumne.Hatch back no plate 
SUMMARY:  Citation issued for suspended license, C#16-0508. . Disposition: Citation Criminal.

10:11 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140028
Occurred on Marryatt Mine Rd, Sonora. Req 10-21; rp has additional info. Ref incident 1602120117 
Summary:  I spoke with the RP who wanted to speak with me about her ex husbands criminal history and past 
PC 148 incidents.  The RP was told where to attain a restraining order for her ex husband. . Disposition: Civil 
Problem.

10:12 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140029
Occurred at Jamestown Terrace Apts on Preston Ln. , Jamestown. Caller transferred to CDF regarding poss fire. 
 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

10:12 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140030
Occurred at Jamestown Terrace Apts on Preston Ln. , Jamestown. Rp rpts a fire in one of the apts smoke in the 
hallway
Service Class: BUSN 
Summary:  A pile of clothes and a plastic container were lit on fire under a stairway in the apartent complex.  
The fire was extinguished when I arrived by fire extinguishers.  Fire investigators conducted an investigation 
of the incident. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.
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10:30 PATROL CHECK                                           1602140031
Occurred at Tiffeni Dr/Zachary Ct, Twain Harte. 
rp rpts a male in a whi Toyota Tundra  w/ wood in the back has been parking outside the rps house for the last 
10 days, rp states when she goes outside or walks past the vehicle the driver slumps in his seat as if 
attempting to not be seen. 
Summary:  Responded for a report of a suspicious vehicle. Gone on arrival. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

10:58 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1602140032
Occurred at Estralita Dr/Kewin Mill Rd, Sonora. Rpts loud music coming from the corner res  
Summary:  Responded for a report of loud music.  The responsible agreed to turn the music down. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

11:23 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140033
Occurred on Lawler Dr, Soulsbyville. Caller rpting seeing smoke in the area that seems to be building. Caller 
transferred. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

11:33 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140034
Officer initiated activity at Kewin Mill Rd/Big Hill Rd, Sonora.Obstructed plate campershell 
Summary:  Traffic stop on a vehicle for non functioning tail lights.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning 
Given (Used for 11-95s).

12:18 BOL                                                    1602140039
Occurred at Yosemite Junction on Hwy 120/HWY 108. , Jamestown. Rp rpts poss 23152 driver w/b Hwy 
108/yosemite junction, champ chevy Tahoe LIC 620LDJNV
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

12:37 911 HANG UP                                            1602140040
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. "what time is it"  RP disconnected while attempting 
to get further. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:10 ASSIST CHP                                             1602140041
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy/Sanguinetti Rd, Sonora.Under the bridge 
Summary:  Assisted CHP with a traffic stop. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

13:25 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1602140043
Occurred on Canyonview Dr, Tuolumne. Rpts two bitpulls (white/tan and brindle) are running around and were 
aggressive towards RP twice today.  Last known location was towards the creek. ///1339 RP called back 
wanting to speak to a deputy or supervisor.  Sts she isn't getting the help she needs and refusing to give me 
the reason she is requesting a deputy when it's an AC issue.  Also was reluctant to verify her phone number. 
///1345 RP's husband wanting to know if it's legal for him to shoot the dogs if they attack him.  RP adv'd 
deputy would be contacting him. 
SUMMARY:  Rp requested advice.  Rp discovered where the owners of the dogs lived and went to speak with 
them.  Rp said a teenage female answered the door, laughed at her concerns and flipped her off.  Rp is 
concerned the dogs will get loose again and may charge her again.  Rp left a message with animal control. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

13:26 ASSIST CWS                                             1602140044
Occurred on Big Hill Rd, Columbia. Req assist in locating juv   
Summary:  I assisted CWS by bringing the child to the Sheriffs office.  The childs father and step mother were 
very cooperative during the interaction. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

13:26 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1602140045
Occurred at Don Pedro Lumber Inc on Merced Falls Rd. , La Grange. Lumber yard/ male choking 50's. . 
Disposition: Medical Call.
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13:26 911 HANG UP                                            1602140046
Occurred on Merced Falls Rd, La Grange. 911 hang up
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:29 911 HANG UP                                            1602140047
Occurred on Sparrow Ln, Sonora. Accidental dial on cb
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.987139  Lon:-120.34136
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:55 WELFARE CHECK                                          1602140048
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. Rpts  was on the line and req police. A male subject got on the line and 
said he doesn't need any help and disconnected the line   SUMMARY: S7 handled the call. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

14:16 PATROL CHECK                                           1602140049
Occurred on Phoenix Lake Rd, Sonora. Shooting on the  property on Phoenix Lake Rd.  rpts their property is 
just down hill from RP on the other side of the street. /// On going today.  Unkwn if doing it safe and sane.///Rp 
not req contact. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:52 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1602140050
Occurred at Strawberry Inn on Hwy 108. , Strawberry. RP wants to report all of the vehicles parked on the 
roadway causing an issue for residences to get through.  Trans to CHP
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

14:59 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1602140051
Occurred at Sierra Energy on Hwy 108. , Jamestown.  parked by the coffee drive thru dealing drugs outside of 
the vehicle Male with a hat on and people keep walking up to it and exchanging what RP believes to be HS.   
SUMMARY: Watched the vehicle for several minutes. No one around
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

15:06 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140052
Occurred at Jamestown Terrace Apts on Preston Ln. , Jamestown. Fire in the field behind the apts.  Neg house, 
but just saw a male light it and run, No further Information.  Trans to Calfire.  RP received information from 
tenant who gave no description and no 10-21 to follow up with.    
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

15:10 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140054
Occurred at Chicken Ranch Bingo And Casino on Chicken Ranch Rd. , Jamestown. Req a supervisor regarding 
her son MPA  .  avail by 10-21 // update provided. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:33 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140055
Officer initiated activity at Fuel Depot, Mono Wy, Sonora.Traffic stop for obstructed plate.  
Summary:  Citation issued for suspended license, false tabs and no insurance. . Disposition: Citation Criminal.
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15:47 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1602140058
Occurred at Twin Pines Apartments on Elder Ln. , Groveland. Aprox 15 yoa male outside RP's res wanting to 
242 RP.  RP is 15 yoa.  He is with another subj  unkwn name of the Resp.  Three males total all on bikes.  RP's 
dad is trying to get them to leave but they won't, trying to instigate a fight with the father.  Neg weapons, 
unkwn if they do HBD or HS.  Resp blk shirt, green logo on it, backwards hat.  Now there is an adult male in a 
red shirt threatening RP's father.  Neg weapons.  All resp are walking away now, but are still across the 
street.///16:36 attempted to CB RP neg answer///16:37 resp were told to leave by management unknw if they are 
still in the area, but no longer in the apts.    RP req contact 
Summary: I spoke with the RP who told me on friday two males  and  came to his residence and one of the 
males pushed him.  Today the two males returned with two other males and challenged him to a fight.  When 
the RPs father came out the group of males challenged the father to a fight.  The RP told me the males were 
upset because they believe the RP called  sister fat.  The RP did not do this and didn't know the males name 
until today.  I told the RP where he would be able to attain a restraining order.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.845776  Lon:-120.21791
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:00 SUICIDAL OR MENTAL SUBJECT                             1602140059
Occurred on Ferretti Rd, Groveland. Husband feeling suicidal.  No means or attempts at this time .  45yoa male, 
anxious.  He is detoxing and is depressed.   RP has a shotgun in the closet unloaded in the bedroom.  
SUMMARY: Contacted  She had questions regarding her husband  He quit drinking approx. 45 days prior and 
is on medication for the drinking. He is also on antibiotics and has not been feeling well. The Rp said her 
husband had not made any threats to commit suicide and she wanted to know how she could help her 
husband. I told the about CAIP and the hospital or call L.E. if needed. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

16:09 Harassments                                            1602140060
Occurred on Railway Ln, Sonora. Rp rpts his neighbor from 11960 Campo Seco is throwing rocks at the rps 
shed, rp has asked him to stop and resp states he is on his own property and can do whatever he wants 
Summary:
spoke with the rp who told me the person stopped and he would advise us if he needs further assistance. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

16:16 ADVICE                                                 1602140061
Occurred on Derby Dr, Sonora. RP's ex boyfriend has been harassing RP.  Inquiring what she can do.  avail by 
10-21 
Summary:  rp wanted documentation that her ex is driving by her house and doing strange things to the house 
such as shutting off all the breakers to the house. I advised her she needed to get a restraining order against 
him. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:20 Harassments                                            1602140062
Occurred on Mueller Dr, Groveland. Ex boyfriend is stalking her.  RP has been hiding out at different places, 
and he continues to contact her and knows every time she is at a different location.   SUMMARY: Rp had been 
in contact with the center for non-violent community and is getting a TRO. RP reported on 01-24-16, she was 
hit twice in the face by  and he kicked out the window to her vehicle. She thought a report had been taken . . 
Rp showed me photos on her phone which had a severely cracked screen. It appeared the Rp had bruising 
under both eyes.   I called back on 02-14-16 at 1843 hrs to tell the RP of all. Phone was busy each time I called. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

16:25 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140063
Occurred on Mount Elizabeth Dr, Sonora. FIre behind the refrigerator.  Trans to Calfire.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.061404  Lon:-120.263
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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16:32 BOL                                                    1602140064
Occurred at Stevenot Bridge on Hwy 49/MELONES Ct. , Sonora. SB hwy 49 crossing bridge BLK Honda CRV.  
Trans to CHP.  Swerving and irregular speed
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

17:05 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1602140068
Occurred at Hwy 108/LIME Kiln Rd, Sonora. Non injury veh accident. trans to chp.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.969404  Lon:-120.37391
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

17:12 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140070
Occurred on Old Priest Grade, Big Oak Flat. Can see a large fire near the structure 
Summary:  Was a controlled burn for brush.  Family was properly watching the flames. . Disposition: Crime 
Prevention, Patrol Check.

17:14 PATROL CHECK                                           1602140071
Occurred on Berry Ln, Sonora. Neighbor was shooting unkwn which one, and no longer shooting.  Rp not 
requesting contact. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

17:16 PATROL CHECK                                           1602140072
Occurred on Berry Ln, Sonora. New neighbor just shot off a few magazines.  poss a pistol and target practice.  
RP not req contact. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:17 DUI                                                    1602140073
Occurred at Twain Harte Pharmacy & Mtn Liquors on Tiffeni Dr. , Twain Harte. Resp in the parking lot on HS 
driving into the planters etc.  Red with black top Isuzu samurai, stuck in the bushes at this time.  unkn resp 
name.  trans to CHP
SUMMARY:  CHP was out with the subject. 
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

17:40 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT                      1602140075
Occurred at Cherry Lake Rd/Hwy 120, Groveland. CHP received a call from  friend camping in cherry lake area 
she is broken down stuck in snow poss on cherry lake rd.   Believe will have to be accessed from Groveland 
side.  Angela is not answering her phone, and she called  to notify a tow co, but no one will respond without 
an exact 10-20.  Stan national forest doesn't have anyone on.  CHP enrt. //17:53  CB sts  said they got back 
aprox 20 miles in and then hit snow.  She had said whoever comes and gets her they have to come from the 
groveland side.  She is with her BF .  Everyone is Code4.  They have plenty of gas.  They have been stuck for 
a few hours.    //1817 hrs rp called back and states the resp is 3 miles south of the cherry lake campground also 
advises CHP has notified a 4-wheel drive tow company to respond, unk eta. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:42 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1602140076
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/TWAIN Harte Dr, Twain Harte.1 male 
SUMMARY: Patrol check. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

17:42 TRAFFIC HAZARD                                         1602140077
Occurred at Jamestown Rd/Shaws Flat Rd, Sonora. Two dogs walking in the middle of the roadway.  Trans to 
CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

18:14 PHYSICAL DISPUTE                                       1602140078
Occurred at Yosemite Springs Rd/Old Hwy 120, Groveland. Across from the Mobile home park   appears 
someone wrecked vehicles and now 415, sounds physical.  small Blue SUV type. unkwn who they are but 
sounds like we have been looking for them.  poss the subj that live at the Wrinkler house.   RP rpts sounds 
verbal only now.
Summary: Assist CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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18:17 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140079
Occurred at Big Hill Rd/Sawmill Flat Rd, Columbia. Large fire in the area, transferred to Cal-fire.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

18:21 MISC INFORMATION                                       1602140080
Occurred on Red Hills Rd, Chinese Camp. Rp rpts his daughter  has been released from behavioral health and 
flipped out due to meds not being available, last seen 5 ago blk leather jacket and blk jeans walking toward the 
highway.
summary: I did a patrol check of the area, and RSP was GOA.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

18:24 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1602140081
Occurred on Hillsdale Dr, Sonora. Thinks her brother is molesting her children.   Thinks they go to her mothers 
house and do this.  RP is all over the place and not making sense.  Declining to give her location.  Avail by 10-
21.   RP has 3 children. 
Summary: Left a message to have the Rp call me back.  Called the Rp's mother  and spoke with her.  Mom said 
Rp moved out today and left a note stating she is giving up custody of her children to her mother.  I told the 
mother to give us a call if the Rp comes back to the house tonight. 
Spoke with Rp, Rp stated she moved out of the house today because she is doing the right thing for her 
children.  Rp was calm and collected one minute and crying hysterically the next.  Rp believes people are 
stalking her and out to get and trying to get her children to find her.  She gave me names of people mostly who 
were family members.  I asked if she had any evidence that her children were being molested she said the were 
being scratched and poked in the eye.  I told her that is not molest. I told the Rp that I spoke with her mother 
and she told me the children are fine and the Rp has a history or mental illness. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:29 DUI                                                    1602140082
Occurred at Hwy 108/LEISURE Dr, Mi Wuk Village. Passing sugar pine sign EB hwy 108 silv late model Chevy 
Trailblazer  going 15 mph and it's swerving all over.  Passing Zaks auto shop now.  attempted to trans to CHP 
neg answer.  CHP adv'd
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.048948  Lon:-120.20296
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

18:33 PHYSICAL DISPUTE                                       1602140083
Occurred at Hwy 120/OLD Hwy 120, Groveland. Anonymous report:  Vehicle heading towards smith station; 
verbal between male and female .  Green Toyt Pk. Reported male was hitting female and pulling her hair.   
Female was trying to get out but male had her by the hair dragging her down the road.   
summary: We contacted the involved parties but found no evidence to support the reported claims.  During 
this investigation, warrant arrests were made on individuals unrelated to this incident.  See incident 
1602140096. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:52 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1602140085
Occurred at Hwy 49/TUTTLETOWN Rd, Sonora. Just before tuttle town.  Truck ran into some gravel.  Unkwn 
if any injuries.  Several people stopped for it.  Trans to CHP.

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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19:13 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140086
Occurred at Tuolumne County Sheriffs Dept on Lower Sunset Dr. , Sonora City. Allen Martin's family is in the 
lobby requesting to speak to the watch commander. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:18 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1602140087
Occurred on Deer Flat Rd, Groveland. Rp rpts  2-3 trespassers on property, resp's threw a rock at RP.  Not 
injured.  rp is unsure if they are in the area still.  resp's possibly driving a Green Van.////Rpts someone came 
back to the residence and came to the window and yelled something and took off. Resp yelled "times up 
homeboy". Rp did not see anyone and did not see a vehicle. Rp is waking up his parents. Rp then 
disconnected the phone.///attempted call back a female answered the phone and hung up. attempted another 
call back and the phone is busy.///2207hrs Female,original rps mother,  called back and advised the dogs are 
barking in the bushes and her son believes that someone is coming to the house to hurt him. Rp believes her 
son is having a meth induced sycosis. Rp believes he is having a problem because he has not had any drugs 
today. Resp is getting more and more aggravated with his parents because the deputies are not getting to the 
house faster. Rp is getting afraid of her son because of the sycosis. 
summary: I contacted the RP, and he did not actually see anyone throw the rock.  He could not point out where 
the rock came from, where it landed, or where it went. RP told me he saw the green van in town and not near 
his home.  RP claims people are after him because he knows the names of the people doing home invasions in 
the area.  RP named several people but could not say specifically how he knew or where he heard it.  He claims 
he is constantly threatened indirectly, but no one has made direct threats on his life or his family member's life. 
/// I called the RP, and she said everything was alright now.  She said by the sound of the bark of their dogs, 
someone may have been outside, but they did not see anyone.  She does not believe the things her son says, 
and he may have a drug problem. I told her to call us back if she needs our assistance. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:27 VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER                             1602140088
Occurred at Junction Shopping Center on Mono Wy/Tuolumne Rd. , Sonora. 10-21 Rp. Rpts she was 
supposed to pkup her 12yoa son at the Junction for child exchange with her ex husband . Resp did not show 
up to the exchange and  will not return the rps phone calls, Rp had attempted 10-21 to her sons cell ph# and it 
goes to VM.  Rp will not go to the resps residence to pickup the child due to verbal abuse history. 
Summary:
I contacted the R/P.  She said she had no court order in place; however, she and her ex-husband had verbally 
agreed on child custody terms. The R/P said  was supposed to exchange her son at 1830hrs and he did not 
show up. Her son  called her at approximently 1900hrs and told her his father was not going to bring him down 
to the exchange. I advised the R/P until there was a custody order in place this was a civil matter. THe R/P said 
she is currently in a court custody battle with  over the children because she is in the process of trying to 
move out of the county.  I told the R/P again this was a civil matter and not criminal in nature.  The R/P stated 
she undestood. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:57 POSSIBLE CORONERS CASE                                 1602140089
Occurred on Mill Villa Rd, Jamestown. 82yoa female passed away expected.  Requesting T&W.  

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Coroners Case Natural Causes.

20:17 FOLLOW UP                                              1602140093
Occurred at Chicken Ranch Bingo And Casino on Chicken Ranch Rd. , Jamestown. RP req 10-21.  She has 
articles of clothing worn by MPA  if we need them for the dogs. . Disposition: Log Note.
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20:44 WELFARE CHECK                                          1602140095
Occurred at The Peppery Gar And Brill on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Older male in hospital clothing. was walking 
towards the junction appeared in distress walking over the sullivan creek bridge on hwy 108.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:15 FOOT PATROL                                            1602140097
Officer initiated activity at Sierra Rock, Hwy 108, Jamestown. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

21:27 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1602140099
Officer initiated activity at Pine St/Willow Av, Tuolumne.1 male 
Summary: Male was riding a bike without a light mounted to his handle bars.  Warning given. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

21:42 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1602140100
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. White older model 4d car similar to a toyota  with two subjects that 
were there earlier today ducking down, and now they are there with blk hoodies and a bandana over face 
crouching down in the car.  Unkwn 10-28.  It is parked towards the back under a parking light, closer to the 
Jack in the Box.  RP left.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911
Summary: Checked the area. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:51 TRESPASS                                               1602140101
Occurred on Yankee Hill Rd, Columbia. Rp is renting an apartment the upper portion has someone upstairs and 
no one suppose to be there.  It's a house and she rents the bottom.  Locked the door but they can get through. 
 RP is hiding says they are in there.  RP is in the kitchen thinks they are in her house.  Unkwn if more than one 
person.  Sounds like one person is on her floor and another person on the upper floor.  Neighbor told her 
today that someone had been on the upper floor a few days ago.  Can hear them walking and going through 
stuff.    RP doesn't hear them but thinks they are still there.  first house on the left past the fire station green 
house with the white car.
summary: The house was secure. The dead bolts were locked, so either a key was used or someone was inside 
the residence.  The fire department brought us a ladder, so we could check the second floor windows, and they 
were secure.  RP had a recording on her phone of the noise she heard, which sounded like something being 
dragged on the floor.  The neighbor came over and claimed to have seen someone looking out the window of 
the house.  We got permission from the property owner to enter the residence, and we made entry through a 
window by disassembling the frame.  There was obvious signs of rats in the house; however, the sound in the 
recording did not seem consistent with rats.  We cleared the entire house and did not find anyone.  It did look 
like that attic was recently accessed, but it was unoccupied.  After thoroughly checking the residence, we re-
secured the doors and window.  RP's cousin came over to stay with her, and we told her to call if anything else 
happens.     

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.036041  Lon:-120.39867
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.
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22:06 WELFARE CHECK                                          1602140102
Occurred on Tamarack Dr, Twain Harte. Req's welfare check on an employee.  Subject didn't show up for work 
yesterday and made an excuse after the rp was able to contact him by phone. Today the subject again didn't 
show up and the rp is unable to make phone contact. Possibly driving a 
summary:  Went to the residence, subject not there. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:12 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1602140103
Officer initiated activity at Burger King Restaurant, Mono Wy, Sonora.Suspect vehicle was trespassing at R&S 
metals.  Suspect arrested. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

22:14 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1602140105
Occurred at Sierra Bible Church on Tuolumne Rd. , Sonora. Rp & her boyfriend were in her vehicle star gazing 
in the parking lot and heard glass break. rp then saw a male running towards Standard Park. they were able to 
take a picture of him.
Rp standing by in a silver, toyota, camry. Suspect possibly wearing dark green pants.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.95712  Lon:-120.31085
Summary:  Checked the area. UTL
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:17 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1602140106
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Eagle Ridge Dr, Sonora. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

22:32 WELFARE CHECK                                          1602140107
Occurred on Campo Seco Rd, Jamestown.    RP was speaking to daughter an hour ago who was crying but the 
mother then wouldn't let RP speak to her.   5 yoa.  Mother is  .  RP concerned about daughter and also sts the 
mother harasses him. //2314 hrs RP called back inquiring if we can call the mother to have her call him. //2338 
hrs RP called back saying mother threatened him by saying "you will never see your daughter again"  RP 
asking again if we can call the mother. ///0023HRS Rp called back and advised his estranged wife just came to 
his house and threatened to key his vehicle and left his daughter at home. 
summary: I called RP, and he said his ex will not stop calling him.  He asked me to call her and ask her to stop 
calling him and inquire about his daughter.  He claims to be 100% positive that she left their daughter alone, 
even though, he would not know who else, if anyone, was at her residence.  RP also said his ex's parents 
continuously call and harass him.  I called his ex, and she said he is the one who calls her, and I can look at her 
call log to see that.  She said there is one call to him at approximately 715pm when her daughter called him.  
Their court papers say the other parent can talk on the phone with the daughter between 7pm and 730pm.  She 
said she never went to his house tonight and has been home all night.  She said she is afraid of him and does 
not know what he may do.  I advised her to consider a restraining order against him.  I called RP back and told 
him his daughter was sleeping as she should be.  I also pointed out that it was very late to have his daughter 
awake to talk on the phone.  I told him that his ex said he was the one who would not stop calling, and she 
volunteered her call log as proof.  RP said he would volunteer his phone records, but ATT refuses to provided 
them to him.  He said he can prove she was at his house by the gravel marks on his truck.  I had to explain that 
does not prove anything.  Then, RP said his neighbor probably saw her at his house.  I told RP that based on 
what I was told by both parties, I did not believe she was there.  I told RP that his ex will not be calling him and 
that he needs to stop calling her./// There was insufficient evidence to support any of the claims made by the 
RP.///. . Disposition: Log Note.
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22:36 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1602140108
Occurred at Hwy 120/HOPPER St, Groveland. Pocket dial.  People talking about things burning.//on Callback 
RP had dialed 911 to report 3 open burns in the forest but was able to reach some firemen at the station.  Trans 
RP to calfire.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.839575  Lon:-120.22853
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

23:47 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1602140109
Officer initiated activity at The Standard Pour, Standard Rd, Sonora.Occupied by one. . Disposition: Crime 
Prevention, Patrol Check.
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